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2020
will be remembered
as the year when
the rule of law
ceased to exist

Under the cry of protecting its citizens from COVID-19, the rule of
law in Victoria was destroyed. In the full view of the television
cameras, Victorians and the rest of Australia, the following
principles of the rule of law were destroyed, not by a foreign
force nor a domestic coup, but by the democratically elected
Victorian government;
The law should be
applied equally and
fairly, so that no one is
above the law

The law is made by
representatives of the
people in an open and
transparent way

The Victorian Premier, his
cabinet, the police, the trade
unions and the favoured few
were treated by the Victorian
government above the law and
were given favourable treatment
from the curfew and other
restrictions imposed in the name
of COVID-19 upon ordinary
Victorians.

The Victorian government paid lip
service to Parliament and
all other restrictions imposed on
it. Any criticism of the Premier
was not tolerated and people
were fearful of making any
adverse comment. There was no
genuine debate by the
Representatives of the people in
Parliament in an open and
transparent way.
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In all of this, the Victorian Government pretended to observe all checks
and balances and defended any attacks by bare faced denial.

The law and its
administration is
subject to open and free
criticism by the people
who may assemble
without fear

A pregnant women was arrested,
hand cuffed and charged in her
own home, in front of her own
family, for having the audacity to
call for a public protest against
the COVID-19 restrictions. The
Premier and the Commissioner of
Police wilfully remained silent on
this outrageous arrest. This was
one of many warnings to all
Victorians to shut up and not
assemble.
www.ruleoflaw.org.au

The law is written down
and is capable of being
known to everyone so
that they can comply

The law became whatever the
Victorian Health Department
declared, subject to no challenge
nor criticism, nor genuine and
honest debate. One only has to
read the Health Department's
thousands of pages of public
declarations to understand that it
was impossible to know what the
law was and why the over zealous
police, as the daily
representatives of the law, had
absolute power and were greatly
feared.
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STAFF
The staff at the Rule of Law
Education Centre comprises
experienced teachers,
lawyers and law students all
with a passion for the rule of
law in Australia.

SALLY LAYSON
LEANNE DAVIS
GENEVIEVE LONGMAN
VIRGINIA VALIOZIS
EMILY LAYSON
JULIA CASIS

The work of the Centre would not be possible without the
ongoing support of the Lowy Family Group and Speed and
Stracey Lawyers.
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Chris Merritt, former legal affairs editor for the Australian
Newspaper, joined the Rule of Law team in 2020.
Once you have gone down the road of establishing a parallel
system of justice for ICAC with different rules and the ability
to erode fundamental rights you are on a very slippery
slope.
You are able to destroy people and impose penalties without
giving them the benefit of fundamental rule of law
protections.
- CHRIS MERRITT

Through his weekly articles in the Australian newspaper,
appearances on Sky News and submissions to Parliament,
Chris has highlighted the need to protect the rule of law and
the presumption of innocence in Australia.

PRESUMPTION
The presumption of innocence is a key element of the rule of law
and is recognised in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
The presumption of innocence only exists in the Australian legal
system as a presumption in our common law. It can be excluded
or modified at any time by a Federal or State Act of Parliament,
which we have seen happen increasingly over the last 10 years.
The following reasons are why the presumption of innocence is
considered good for us and worth fighting to maintain:
On the presumption of
innocence hang the
protections which a person
should have no matter the
person’s status, religion or
citizenship. The protections
from being coerced to give
testimony, to incriminate
oneself, to have one’s case
heard in open court, to have
legal counsel, to have one’s
sentence pronounced
publicly, to present evidence
in one’s defence and to
conduct a vigorous,
thorough defence.
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People lie, people give false
evidence, and people do all
things in between. They may
do this in the course of
attempting to prove guilt or
innocence. This is a fact of
human nature and why a
person charged with an
offence is presumed
innocent, not a saint.
The presumption of
innocence presumes the
best in us and not the worst.
It places humans on a high
plane and thereby facilitates
where appropriate a plea of
guilty.
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OF INNOCENCE
We need to be continually reminded of why the presumption
of innocence is good for us and why it must be constantly
maintained.
- ROBIN SPEED OAM

Australia is weak and
vulnerable by reason of being
a democracy, yet at the same
time strong by its system of
checks and balances for
example. The police have the
power to prosecute but are
checked on the misuse of this
power by requiring them to
prove each and every case
objectively.
People living in Australia
today are free. Most of the
people in the world are not.
This is a fact and is due to our
observance of the
presumption of innocence
and the other principles of
the rule of law.
www.ruleoflaw.org.au

The resources of the police
(and other government
agencies), in time and
financial resources, far
exceed those of most of us.
When charged by the police,
the battle to either prove
innocence or establish
mitigating factors, is
considerably fairer and just if
the police have the burden of
proving their case.
Placing the onus on the
prosecution to prove a
charge is reasonable and fair.
This is what is meant by
having to prove the negative
that is on some occasions an
impossible task.
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62%

61%

Australian students
lack basic levels of
civic education

Australians distrust
the government as
they believe it serves
the interests of a few

22%
Australians believe, in
some circumstances, a
non-democratic
government is
preferable

Trust in the Australian system of government, democracy and the
rule of law is declining rapidly.
We provide tools for Australian educators
to empower students to be informed and
active citizens.

Rule of Law Education Centre is the only organisation in Australia
that teaches and promotes the rule of law.
Even though the rule of law is a key Australian belief, we receive no
funding from the Federal or State Government.
We have found that many of the Australian educators in both
schools and universities who are teaching the next generation of
Australians do not even know what the rule of law is, let alone why
it is a core Australian value. School children are shocked when we
explain that 'all Australians are equal under the law' and that this
includes those in government, religious leaders and the police.
They do not understand basic human rights such as the
presumption of innocence and why it is a critical element of our
safe and free society.
Our goal is to educate the next generation of Australians to know
and value the rule of law.

www.ruleoflaw.org.au
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PRIMARY RESOURCES
In October 2019 we launched our primary school education
program to provide resources to primary school teachers to
help them understand and teach key principles of democracy,
the rule of law and human rights.
Our resources, such as the below posters, are emailed to over
3,800 schools throughout Australia and our new plain English
posters are displayed in over 500 classrooms.
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COURT EXCURSIONS
The Law Day Out Program continues to be hugely successful with
over 1,000 students attending the program per term. At a Law Day
Out, our facilitators guide teachers and students around the
Courts and provide the opportunity for the students to meet with a
judge or judicial officer.
Due to COVID-19, court excursions have been suspended until
2021 but have been supplemented by our Virtual Law Day Out
videos. Virtual Law Day Out takes students on a virtual tour of the
Sydney Courts and provides the opportunity to hear from the Hon
Justice Bellew of the Supreme Court of NSW and the Hon Judge
Culver of the District Court of NSW.

www.ruleoflaw.org.au
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SECONDARY RESOURCES
The Rule of Law Education website contains an extensive
collection of Case Notes, Videos, Posters and Explainers. Our
most popular resources receive over 35,000 unique views each
year and explain the principles of the rule of law, access to justice,
separation of powers, mandatory sentencing and case notes on
recent high profile cases.
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PRINCIPLES OF
THE RULE OF LAW
No one is above the law
The law is capable of being known
The law is made in an open and transparent way
The law and its administration is subject to open and free
criticism by the people
Presumption of innocence and right to silence
Fair and prompt trials
Model litigant rules
Separation of powers between legislature, executive and
judiciary

Rule of Law Education
Centre is a deductible gift
recipient
ACN 77 838 378 807 as
endorsed by the
Australian Taxation Office.
Please email
info@ruleoflaw.org.au if
you would like to support
our work.

